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Abstract
The robust attitude control for a novel coaxial twelve-rotor UAV which has much greater payload

capacity，higher drive capability and damage tolerance than a quad-rotor UAV is studied． Firstly，a
dynamical and kinematical model for the coaxial twelve-rotor UAV is designed． Considering model
uncertainties and external disturbances，a robust backstepping sliding mode control ( BSMC) with
self recurrent wavelet neural network ( SＲWNN) method is proposed as the attitude controller for the
coaxial twelve-rotor． A combinative algorithm of backstepping control and sliding mode control has
simplified design procedures with much stronger robustness benefiting from advantages of both con-
trollers． SＲWNN as the uncertainty observer is able to estimate the lumped uncertainties effectively．
Then the uniformly ultimate stability of the twelve-rotor system is proved by Lyapunov stability theo-
rem． Finally，the validity of the proposed robust control method adopted in the twelve-rotor UAV un-
der model uncertainties and external disturbances are demonstrated via numerical simulations and
twelve-rotor prototype experiments．

Key words: coaxial twelve-rotor UAV，backstepping sliding mode control ( BSMC) ，self re-
current wavelet neural network ( SＲWNN) ，model uncertainties，external disturbances

0 Introduction

Ｒecently，a quad-rotor UAV as the rotary wing
UAV has evoked a great interest in the automatic con-
trol community due to its simple mechanical structure，
attractive vertical take-off and landing capability［1］，
and their wide applications like surveillance，building
exploration and information collection［2］． However，
there are many difficult problems in controlling quad-
rotor UAV because of the inevitable uncertainties in the
practical situations［3］． Thus，the robust control prob-
lem has been increasingly considered for quad-rotor
with model uncertainties and external disturbances．
Mohammadi et al．［4］ used a model reference adaptive
control technique to control a quad-rotor under various
conditions with parametric and non-parametric uncer-
tainties in the model． Accurate simulation including
empirical dynamic model of battery，sensors，and actu-
ators was performed to validate the stability of the
closed loop system． A simple robust quad-rotor control-

ler［5］ was provided using linear matrix inequalities to
synthesize controller gains． The controller is based on
approximate feedback linearization considering dynamic
external disturbances， inexact nonlinearity cancella-
tion，multiplicative actuator uncertainty and saturated
integrators． A super twisting algorithm was applied to a
quadrotor in Ｒef．［6］ in order to ensure robustness
against bounded disturbances． The fuzzy inference
mechanism was proposed to help to estimate the upper
bound of lumped uncertainty in quadrotor［7］．

The above robust control methods are all based on
the inherent structure of quad-rotor which has weak
drive capability and remarkable underactuated charac-
teristic． Therefore，this paper develops a novel coaxial
twelve-rotor UAV with a new configuration． It is de-
signed with twelve rotors that are arranged as six count-
er-rotating offset pairs mounted at the ends of six car-
bon fiber arms in a non-planar symmetrical configura-
tion． Each rotor rotating plane is fixed as the tilt angle
with the body plane． The six groups of the rotor speed
in the non-planar are able to provide independently ad-
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justed forces and moments in the three axises． This
unique design can realize the decoupling on movement
and attitude and eliminate the underactuated character-
istic． In the meantime，the yaw attitude control ability
is greatly improved due to the fact that the yaw move-
ment provided by the reactive torque in quad-rotor is
replaced by the lift force in twelve-rotor． Therefore，
the twelve-rotor UAV offers advantages about markedly
increased drive capability and greater resistant to dis-
turbance，which represents greater utility in practical
applications． Furthermore，the twelve-rotor has stron-
ger damage tolerance to remain stable flight when some
of rotors are broken．

On account of model uncertainties of the twelve-
rotor and external disturbances，a robust backstepping
sliding mode control ( BSMC) with self recurrent wave-
let neural network ( SＲWNN) is proposed as the atti-
tude controller． The backstepping sliding mode control-
ler has great inherent insensitivity and strong robust-
ness against disturbances． SＲWNN as the uncertainties
observer combines the properties of attractor dynamics
of recurrent neural network［8］ and the good conver-
gence of wavelet neural network［9］． SＲWNN can store
the past information of the network and adapt rapidly to
sudden changes of the control environment because it
has a mother wavelet layer composed of self-feedback
neurons［10］． Finally，the good attitude control perform-
ance of BSMC with SＲWNN method is demonstrated by
simulations in the case where the inertia matrix uncer-
tainties as model uncertainties and time-varying exter-
nal disturbance are taken into account． In the mean-
time，the validity of the proposed method applied to the
coaxial twelve-rotor is corroborated by prototype experi-
ments．

1 Dynamic model of coaxial twelve-rotor
UAV
The scheme of the coaxial twelve-rotor UAV is

shown in Fig． 1． Ｒotors of 1，3，5，8，10 rotate coun-
terclockwise，while the other rotors rotate clockwise．
Every two coaxial rotors have axis coincidence and form
the same angle γ( 0 ＜ γ ＜ 90°) with the body plane．
There are two main reference frames defined to express
the dynamics of twelve-rotor． Both the earth-fixed iner-
tial frame E = { Oxeyeze} and the body-fixed frame B =
{ Oxbybzb} are fixed at the centre of the aircraft． The
thrust fi and reactive torque τi produced by the ith rotor
are expressed as

fi = ki Ω
2
i

τi = kτi Ω
2
i

( 1)

where i = 1，2，…12 represents the rotor number，ki and

kτi are the thrust coefficient and reactive torque coeffi-
cient respectively，and Ωi expresses the ith rotor speed．

Fig． 1 The scheme of the coaxial twelve-rotor UAV

The position vector P i ∈ Ｒ3，i = 1，2，…，12 of
the ith rotor in body-fixed frame B is defined as follow

P1 = P7 = 槡3
2 － 1

2[ ]0
T

P2 = P8 = ［0 － 1 0］T

P3 = P9 = －槡32 － 1
2[ ]0

T

P4 = P10 = －槡32
1
2[ ]0

T

P5 = P11 = ［0 1 0］T

P6 = P12 = 槡3
2

1
2[ ]0

T

( 2)

Direction vector Di ∈ Ｒ3，i = 1，2，…，12 of the
ith rotor in body-fixed frame B is defined as follows

D1 = D4 = D7 = D10 = 1
2 sinγ 槡3

2 sinγ cos[ ]γ
T

D2 = D5 = D8 = D11 = ［－ sinγ 0 cosγ］T

D3 = D6 = D9 = D12 = 1
2 sinγ －槡32 sinγ cos[ ]γ

T

( 3)
Then，resultant F in body-fixed frame B is written

as

F = ∑
12

i = 1
( Pi·fi ) ( 4)

and resultant moment M in body-fixed frame B as

M = ∑
12

i = 1
( Pi × fi l + Di·τi ) ( 5)

Owing to the twelve-rotor treated as a symmetrical
rigid body with six degrees of freedom，the nonlinear
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dynamics can be derived using Newton-Euler formulas．
The rotational dynamic equations can be obtained by

( J + ΔJ) · ω = － sk( ω) ·( J + ΔJ) ·ω + M
( 6)

where J = diag( Ix，Iy，Iz ) is the moment of inertia，
ΔJ = diag( ΔIx，ΔIy，ΔIz ) treated as the inertia matrix
uncertainty caused by the change in mass properties． ω
= ［p，q，r］T is the angle velocity on B． sk( ω) as
skew-symmetric matrix is denoted by

sk( ω) =
0 － r q
r 0 － p
－ q p

[ ]
0

( 7)

Due to external disturbances，in the general case
of small attitude， the rotational kinematics equation
can be facilitated as follows

̈
θ̈
¨[ ]
ψ

=
Mx / ( Ix + ΔIx ) + τdx

My / ( Iy + ΔIy ) + τdy

Mz / ( Iz + ΔIz ) + τ









dz

( 8)

τd = ［τdx τdy τdy］denotes external disturbances，
the attitude is expressed by Euler angles η =
［ θ ψ］T and the resultant moment is M =
［Mx My Mz］

T ．
The translational model calculated by the Newton-

Euler equation is derived as

m dV
dt = m( δV

δt
+ ω × V) = F + ΔF + Ｒ －1G

( 9)
where V = ［u，v，w］T denotes the velocity with re-
spect to B，ΔF is treated as the neglectful aerodynamic
force． The rotation matrix map vector Ｒ from the body-
fixed frame B to the inertial frame E is expressed as

Ｒ =
cosψcosθ － sinψcos + cosψsinθsin
sinψcosθ cosψcos + cosψsinθsin
－ sinθ cosθsin

[


sinψsin + cosψsinθcos
－ cosψsin + sinψsinθcos

cosθcos
]


( 10)

Moreover，the relationship between velocity V and
inertial translational position P = ［x y z］T is de-
scribed as

P = Ｒ·V ( 11)
Therefore，the translational dynamic model is ob-

tained as follows

ẍ
ÿ
¨[ ]
z

= 1
m

Fxcosψcosθ + Fy( cosψsinθcos － sinψcos)
+ Fz ( cosψsinθcos + sinψsin)

Fxsinψcosθ + Fy( cosψsinθsin + cosψcos)
+ Fz ( sinψsinθcos － cosψsin)

－ Fxsinθ + Fysincosψ + Fzcosθcos













－ mg

( 12)

2 Ｒobust attitude control of the twelve-rotor

Considering the inevitable model uncertainties and
external disturbances，BSMC with SＲWNN method is
exploited as the attitude controller of the twelve-rotor．
The attitude control block diagram is depicted in
Fig． 2，in which the attitude control system is divided
into three channels，that is，roll channel，pitch chan-
nel，and yaw channel． Each channel is controlled by
BSMC with SＲWNN separately．

Fig． 2 The attitude control block diagram of the twelve-rotor UAV

Take the roll channel of the twelve-rotor as an ex-
ample，which is described as

x1 = x2
x2 = Mx / Ix + Dx

( 13)

where x1 is the roll angle，x2 is the roll angle velocity．
Dx = τdx + fx denotes the lumped uncertainties in the
roll channel，where τdx as the external disturbance is
bound，and fx = － ΔIxMx /［( Ix + ΔIx ) ·Ix］expresses
the model uncertainty．

Firstly，the roll angle tracking error is defined as
z1 = x1d － x1 ( 14)

with x1d as the desired roll angle． Define the stabilizing
function as follows

c1 = α1 z1 ( 15)
with α1 as a positive constant． The roll angle velocity
tracking error is denoted as z2 = x2 － x1d － c1 ． Choose
the first Lyapunov function as V1 = z21 /2，then the de-
rivative of V1 is

V1 = z1 ( x1d － x2 ) = － z1 z2 － αz21 ( 16)
Due to the fact that the derivative of z2 can be ex-

pressed as
z2 = x2 － ẍ1d － αz1
= Mx / Ix + Dx － ẍ1d + α( z2 + αz1 )

( 17)

Therefore，the second Lyapunov function is cho-
sen by
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V2 = V1 + 1
2 s2 ( 18)

and where
s = kz1 + z2 ( 19)

with k is a positive constant． Thereby，it can be de-
rived that
V2 = V1 + ss = － z1 z2 － αz21 + s( kz1 + z2 )

= － z1 z2 － αz21 + s［( k － α) z1 + Mx / Ix + Dx － ẍ1d］
( 20)

Then，in an attempt to estimate the lumped uncer-
tainty Dx，the SＲWNN observer is exploited，which
consists of four layers: an input layer，a mother wave-
let layer，a product layer and an output layer，as
shown in Fig． 3． The mother wavelets are chosen as the
first derivative of a Gaussian function． The weights ak，
mjk，djk，θ jk，wj will be trained online by the adaptation
laws based on Lyapunov stability analysis．

Fig． 3 The structure of SＲWNN

Define the SＲWNN uncertainty observer as follow
D̂x = ŴTΦ̂( x，̂M，̂D，̂Θ) + ÂTX ( 21)

where X = ［z1，z1］
T denotes the input of SＲWNN． Ŵ，

M̂，̂D，̂Θ，̂A express the estimation vector of mjk，djk，
θ jk，ak，respectively． The product layer is derived as Φ̂
= Φ̂( x，̂M，̂D，̂Θ) ． In view of the universal approxi-
mation theorem，the estimated error珟Dx = Dx － D̂x can
be rewritten as
珟Dx = 珦WTΦ̂ +珦MTEŴ + 珟DTCŴ + 珟ΘTGŴ +珟ATX + Δ

( 22)
with the expansion of珦Φ in Taylor series，where
E = ［Φ1 /M，Φ2M，…，ΦNw

/M］| M = M̂

C = ［Φ1 /D，Φ2 /D，…，Φ Nw
/D］| D = D̂

G = ［Φ1 /Θ，Φ2 /Θ，…，Φ Nw
/Θ］| Θ = Θ̂

( 23)
and 珟W = W* － Ŵ，珦Φ = Φ* － Φ̂，珘A = A* － Â． H de-
notes the higher-order terms． Δ represents an approxi-
mation error term and | Δ |≤ P．

Then，the Lyapunov candidate is chosen as

V3 = V2 + 1
2η1

珟WT珟W + 1
2η2

珟MT珟M + 1
2η3

珟DT珟D

+ 1
2η4

珟ΘT珟Θ + 1
2η5

珘PT珘P + 1
2η6

珘AT珘A ( 24)

where η1，η2，η3，η4，η5，η6 are all positive constants．
Therefore，the BSMC with SＲWNN control law Ux is
designed by

Ux = Mx

= Ix［－ ( k － α) z1 + ẍ1d － γs － hsgn( s) － D̂x

－ P̂ sgn( s) ］ ( 25)
with γ and h as positive constants． The adaptive laws
for the SＲWNN observer and the approximation error
bound are given as follows

W
·̂

= － W
～·

= η1 s Φ
^ W

·̂
= － W

～·
= η2 sE W^

D
·̂

= － D
～·

= η3 sC W^ Θ
·̂

= － Θ
～·

= η4 sG W^

A
·̂

= － A
～·

= η6 sX P
·̂

= － P
～·

= η5 | s | ( 26)
Then，the derivative of V3 can be written as

V·3 = － z1 z2 － αz21 － γs2 － h | s | + sΔ － P | s |
≤－ z1 z2 － αz21 － γs2 － h | s | ( 27)

Based on Barbalat’s lemma［11］，it is shown that
V3 ≤ 0 in the case where γ( α － k) － 1

4 ＞ 0． There-

fore，the twelve-rotor control system in the roll channel
can be asymptotically stable in the present of above
condition under model uncertainties and external dis-
turbances． Furthermore，the attitude control system in
pitch channel and yaw channel based on the proposed
method have the same design procedure，which is no
longer description for the sake of simplicity．

3 Numerical simulations results

The attitude control simulations of the coaxial
twelve-rotor UAV between BSMC with SＲWNN method
and BSMC method are carried out to demonstrate the
validity and robustness of the proposed method in the
case of model uncertainties and external disturbances．
The parameters of dynamic model in simulations are
taken from the twelve-rotor prototype，as listed in Ta-
ble 1．

Table 1 The parameters of the eight-rotor prototype
Parameters Values

Mass ( m) 4． 45kg
Distance between rotor and the centre ( l) 0． 5m
Moment of inertia to x-axis ( Ix ) 2． 6 × 10 －2Nm /s2

Moment of inertia to y-axis ( Iy ) 2． 6 × 10 －2Nm /s2

Moment of inertia to z-axis ( Iz ) 4． 2 × 10 －2Nm /s2

Thrust factor ( k1 ) 54． 2 × 10 －6Ns2

Drag factor ( k2 ) 1． 1 × 10 －6Nm /s2
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Assume the initial attitude angles as η0 =
［0 0 0］T degree，and the desired attitude angles as
ηd = ［12 cos( t) 12 cos( t) 30 cos( t) ］T degree．
An uncertainty of － 30% in the inertia matrix is given
as the model uncertainties． The time-varying external
disturbance that acts on the three attitudes is assumed
as τd = 0．2sin( 0．5t) ． Furthermore，parameters of BSMC
are set as αx = 10，kx = 0． 5，γx = 18，hx = 1，αy =

14，ky = 0． 5，γy = 21，hy = 3，αz = 12，kz = 0． 5，
hz = 1． What’s more，learning rates of SＲWNN ob-
server are given as η1 = η2 = η3 = η4 = η6 = 10，
η5 = 0． 4 by the trial and error．

The three attitude compared simulations between
BSMC with SＲWNN and BSMC method are operated
under model uncertainties and time-varying external
disturbance，as described in Fig． 4，Fig． 5 and Fig． 6．

( a) Ｒoll angle error under model uncertainties ( b) SＲWNN observed result under model uncertainties

( c) Ｒoll angle error under external disturbance ( d) SＲWNN observed result under external disturbance
Fig． 4 The roll control comparison result under uncertainties

( a) Pitch angle error under model uncertainties ( b) SＲWNN observed result under model uncertainties

( c) Pitch angle error under external disturbance
( d) SＲWNN observed result under external disturbance

Fig． 5 The pitch control comparison result under uncertainties
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( a) Yaw angle error under model uncertainties ( b) SＲWNN observed result under model uncertainties

( c) Yaw angle error under external disturbance ( d) SＲWNN observed result under external disturbance

Fig． 6 The yaw control comparison result under uncertainties

It can be noted that the proposed method provides
much greater control performance than BMSC method，
which is more obvious under external disturbances． In
addition，the SＲWNN observer has the satisfied uncer-
tainties estimation performance． Therefore， attitude
compared simulation results highlight the claim that
BSMC with SＲWNN method possesses more favorable
attitude control performance and much stronger robust-
ness than BSMC method in the case of model uncer-
tainties and external disturbances． It is clear that the
proposed method is better suited in dealing with the ro-
bust control problem about the twelve-rotor UAV with
uncertainties．

4 Prototype experiment results

4． 1 Experimental setup
The twelve-rotor prototype designed with military

grade carbon fiber is shown in Fig． 7，it has six pairs of
blades driven by twelve brushless direct current
( BLDC) motors mounted at each end of body frame．
The schematic view of aerial control platform is presen-
ted in Fig． 8，which uses TMS320F28335 DSP that
runs at 150MHz with 512K flash memory，including
12-bit analog input and 16 channels with programmable
gains，as well as supports floating point calculations as
the on-board flight control computer． An inertial meas-
urement unit ( IMU) including gyroscopes，accelerom-
eters，magnetometers and the distance laser sensor is
installed on the prototype to measure flight states． The

sensor dates can be transmitted to the on-board flight
control computer through an ＲS232 serial port． Then，
the on-board computer can export these dates through
wireless transfer module to the host computer that will
generate the corresponding schematic diagrams．

Fig． 7 The twelve-rotor prototype

Fig． 8 The schematic view of aerial control platform
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4． 2 Experimental results
The validity and robustness are verified by the

twelve-rotor prototype experiments based on BSMC with
SＲWNN method． The parameters of the controller are
the same as those in simulations． The three desired at-
titude angles are given by the operator with remote de-
vice manually． The attitude angle tracking results are
shown in Fig． 9，Fig． 10 and Fig． 11，in which it can
be clearly noted that BSMC with SＲWNN method can
offer the great attitude control performance． It is ob-
tained that the proposed method is well suited in deal-
ing with the robust control problem about the twelve-ro-
tor UAV．

Fig． 9 The roll angle tracking result

Fig． 10 The pitch angle tracking result

Fig． 11 The yaw angle tracking result

5 Conclusion

In this paper，a novel coaxial twelve-rotor UAV is
designed with greater drive capacity and the decoupling
on movement and attitude． On account of robust atti-
tude control problem，the BSMC with SＲWNN control
strategy is proposed as the attitude controller of the
twelve-rotor with uncertainties． The combination be-
tween backstepping control and sliding mode control
has simplified design procedure and increasing robust-
ness． The SＲWNN observer is able to estimate lumped

uncertainties effectively． Finally， simulation experi-
ments demonstrate BSMC with SＲWNN method applied
to twelve-rotor can provide the favorable attitude con-
trol performance and strong robustness in the case of
model uncertainties and external disturbances． Mean-
while，the validity of the proposed method is verified
again via coaxial twelve-rotor prototype experiments．
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